
Unlock a new era of educational excellence with OneStudent, the cutting-edge Cloud based Academic 

Markbook and Reporting Solution that has revolutionised the educational landscape. 

Why OneStudent?

Developed initially for a Queensland-based state school, OneStudent was born out of necessity. Traditional 

solutions fell short of meeting the unique needs of educational environment.

Now ST4S certified and after 2 years of witnessing the transformative impact with our clients, we are thrilled to 

extend our reach to additional schools throughout Australia. 

Learn how OneStudent addresses your key challenges with Academic Marking and 
Reporting

Elevate Education
with OneStudent
Cloud based
Academic Markbook
& Reporting Solution!

Discover the Transformative Journey: Turning Obstacles into Opportunities with 
OneStudent

1.  Time-Consuming Manual Calculations: Free your teachers from tedious manual calculations, 
allowing them to focus on core teaching responsibilities. 

2.  Inaccurate Data Entry: Say goodbye to the frustration of human errors in grade recording. 
3.  Limited Accessibility: Provide your teachers with the flexibility to access and update grades 

from anywhere, promoting efficiency. 
4.  Ineffective Communication: Foster stronger connections with real-time sharing of grades and 

comments between teachers, students, and parents. 
5.  Lack of Data-Driven Insights: Empower educators with tools for data analysis, facilitating 

informed instructional decisions. 
6.  Reporting Gaps: Traditional systems lack comprehensive reporting, limiting insight into student 

progress. 
7.  Rigid and Non-Customisable Tools: Lack of flexibility in grading criteria, weightings, and 

alignment with the unique curriculum requirements for your School. 
8.  Security Concerns: Rest easy knowing that data security and privacy compliance are top 

priorities. 
9.  Time-Consuming Markbook Setup: Manual and detailed configurations make Markbook reporting 

setup a time-intensive tasks setup. 



Join the Transformation

By adopting OneStudent you will, empower your teaching staff with efficient and accurate grade recording, greater 

accessibility, and enhanced communication. Bid farewell to the frustrations of manual calculations and welcome a 

new era of efficiency and success in the classroom.

Contact Us Today to Unlock the Potential of OneStudent

Whether your school currently uses a grading and reporting solution or open to a demonstration to see the addtional 

functionallity Onestudent can offer we invite you to contact the OneStudent team. 

Discover the flexible benefits that can empower your teachers, enhance student engagement, and elevate your 

school to academic excellence.

Contact Information

www.onestudent.com.au

mail@onestudent.com.au 

Experience the Educational Transformation Unleashed by OneStudent's 
Advantages

1.  E�ciency and Accuracy: Automate grading processes, eliminating errors and allowing teachers to 
focus on teaching. OneStudent introduces a review feature within Markbooks, facilitating 
collaboration and ensuring accuracy by allowing additional input and verification. 

2.  Seamless Data Entry: Streamline the grading process with straightforward, fast, and e�cient data 
entry. 

3.  Anywhere, Anytime Access: OneStudent enables users to access and update grades from anywhere, 
fostering unparalleled e�ciency in their workflow. Heads of Years gain streamlined access to all 
Markbooks within their specific subjects, while administrators enjoy a holistic view of the 
educational landscape. 

4.  Enhanced Communication: Enable real-time sharing of grades and comments, strengthening the 
teacher-student-parent connection. 

5.  Data-Driven Insights: Gain valuable insights into student progress, trends, and instructional 
decisions. 

6.  Robust Reports: OneStudent fills the gap with detailed insights, empowering educators to make 
informed decisions e�ortlessly. 

7.  Customisation: Tailor OneStudent to align with your specific requirement for example: curriculum, 
grading criteria, assessment items, cuto�s, and reporting requirements. 

8.  Rock-Solid Data Security: Ensure student data remains secure and compliant with privacy laws. 
9.  Streamlined Setup: OneStudent simplifies this process by enabling the seamless copying of 

Assessment Item criteria from year to year, saving time and e�ort in Markbook reporting.

https://onestudent.com.au/
mailto:mail@onestudent.com.au



